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BE SAFE WITH: IT’s NANOED – HAND SANITIZER
Hand sanitizer do we really need them?
A big Yes, today we are here with the most useful product in these
days that is hand sanitizer. Hand sanitizer is the basic need product
in every one’s life.
As we all know hand sanitizer helps in cleaning and purifying our
hands from dust and germs. Especially during flu season, minimizing
your exposure to other people’s germs is crucial for your health.
When you take a moment to sanitize your hands a few times
throughout the day, you reduce your chances of getting sick.
Even a quick trip to a friend’s house or the store can expose you to
germs that could cause a cold, the flu, or other illnesses, so keeping
your hands as clean as possible is important. It kills germs from our
hand within a minute. At the time of Covid it helps us more than
anything else.
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Prevention is better than cure
• It is the best Covid prevention which helps us in protecting us
form corona virus.
• Hand sanitizer is the basic need in every home.
• Mother’s only trustable friend is hand sanitizer which protect
their children. They are tension free mothers if their child
properly uses hand sanitizer after every 8 hours.
• It makes our hand germs free for such long 8 hours that no
germs can effects our hand during that period.
It is very much gentle to our skin because it is made up of 100%
natural products. Germs are everywhere! They can get onto hands
and items we touch during daily activities and make us sick.

Cleaning hands at key times with soap and water or hand sanitizer is
one of the most important steps you can take to avoid getting sick
and spreading germs to those around you. One of the foremost
benefits of hand sanitizer is just that: It sanitizes.

These products were designed to kill germs, and they get the job
done. When used properly, hand sanitizers can eliminate 99.9% of
the germs on your hands. Hand sanitizer should be used daily after
every few hours to keep our hands clean. It does not damage our
skin as it is safe on skin.
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Do Alcohol Free sanitizers, or non-alcohol based hand rub help?
When no alcohol is used in making the hand sanitizer. It moisturized
our hand with pleasant fragrance. This might be one of the most
surprising benefits of hand sanitizer, but it isn’t too good to be true.
Hand sanitizers that do not contain alcohol can actually improve the
texture of the skin on your hands. Some hand sanitizers contain
emollients that soften your skin, giving you nicer-looking and
smoother hands. You’ll definitely notice a difference in how
moisturized your skin feels and looks.
What to avoid in hand sanitizers?
Avoid hand sanitizers that contain alcohol, as they wash away the
skin’s natural oils and can cause the skin to crack, which in turns
creates an entry point for bacteria. Ideally they should be Non-Toxic
with No Chemicals.
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Where the hand sanitizers are a must?
• At the office, in the classroom, or in any space with lots of foot
traffic, germs spread quickly.
• Even if you’re not getting ready to eat or taking out the
garbage, other people’s germs can affect you. That’s why
having hand sanitizer available is ideal for group settings.
• Teachers, students, and office workers can kill germs
periodically throughout the day without having to leave their
classroom or desk, and gym-goers can use a squirt of hand
sanitizer before hopping on the next workout machine.
FOR MORE VISIT US https://Itsnanoed.com.
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